Game-Based Approaches Globally

Hosted by: Fontys University of Applied Sciences and Netwerk Teaching Games (The
Netherlands)
Date: 8th April 2022

We are very pleased to finally be able to organize another symposium from the Network
Teaching Games (NTG) on April 8, 2022 at Fontys Sporthogeschool in Eindhoven after a number
of years of Corona delay. In previous years we have already welcomed various international
speakers in the field of game(er) centered game concepts ('Game-Based Approaches') to
Eindhoven.
In honor of the 40th anniversary of the international network Teaching Games for
Understanding (TGfU), we will go beyond national borders in the upcoming edition through the
symposium ‘Game-Based Approaches Globally' and we want to give participants an insight into
how professional colleagues to give substance to game-centered game concepts in other
countries.
The keynote of the symposium will be provided by the chair elect of the international TGfU
network, Jeroen Koekoek. In addition, various practical workshops are provided in which experts
from different game sports disciplines will inspire the participants about working with the
principles that underlie game-centered game concepts.

Program
15:30
16:00
17:00
18:15
19:15
20:30

Walk in
Opening symposium with an introduction of TGfU and inspiring examples from
around the world
Workshop round 1
Digital poster presentation and meal
Workshop round 2
Network drink

Workshops
'Target games - Translating game challenges into challenging game forms'
Goal play is a common part of gym class. There are many target games to play both indoors and
outdoors. During this workshop I want to take you into the world of the target games family. We
will work inside the room with different target games: think of basketball, handball, korfball and
uni hockey. Which game challenges are all central to goal games? Together we will look at how
we can translate these game challenges into challenging and appropriate forms of play that are
successful for every student.

Robbin Beukhof
Robbin works as a training teacher at Fontys ALO in
Eindhoven. He also works as a physical education teacher at the
Rembrandt College in Veenendaal.

'Game-centered play education and the Athletic Skills Model (ASM), do they go together?'
From practice-oriented game education to offering game-oriented education is a trend that has
been going on for a decade. A little more recent is the popularity of the ASM model. Basic
forms, basic movement skills, coordination abilities...
The assumption is that this will make play education more technology oriented. Is that right? Do
these two trends go together? And how?
In this workshop we explore the basic principles of both models in a practical way and, in
addition to theoretical frameworks, we also give specific examples of what a program can look
like with a substantiation from both models.

Ronald Mijzen
Education teacher at the ALO Amsterdam with a focus on
subject didactics and play education.

Klaas Boomars
Education teacher at the ALO Amsterdam with a focus on
subject didactics and play education.
'Pickleball, a kickback game tailored to your educational
context'
Offering racket sports in education seems to be quite a task. A shortage of technical skills often
stands in the way of a smooth game flow, so that the fun quickly disappears. Pickleball is an
accessible variant of tennis and is played in both singles and doubles. Due to a smaller playing
field, the size of a badminton field, and adapted playing material, the entry threshold is
significantly lowered. The hole ball and wooden racket provide a slower ball change, giving
players more time to make decisions and act. This makes Pickleball an ideal kickback game for
game education.
In the session we opt for the SpeelderWijs approach, which can also be found in the most recent
edition of the book 'Speel je uit! – Practice book sports games' (H. Leysen, T. Dehandschieter, H.
Minten & P. Vandersmissen).
Different game challenges of the kickback games are highlighted in this session. For each of
these game challenges, a progressive structure in game and/or practice forms is provided,
always with a clear link to the endgame form. Taste Pickleball and you'll love it right away!

Hans Minten
Teacher of play education, teacher training Physical
Education and Movement Recreation. UCLL University of
Applied Sciences, Diepenbeek campus in Belgium.

Stefan Delen
Teacher of play education, teacher training Physical
Education and Movement Recreation. UCLL University of
Applied Sciences, Diepenbeek campus in Belgium.

'Rugby – a multifaceted target game'

Rugby is a target game in which many facets of movement come to the fore; run, turn, fall,
punch, lift, push, throw balls and kick. Although rugby teams have complete playbooks with
rehearsed tactics, the most decisive factor is decision making. During this workshop Joost shows
us how he teaches adaptive play from the peat (u6) to the adults at the highest level in the
Netherlands. He does this by offering the sport of rugby in game formats in which his knowledge
of motor learning and the Athletic Skills Model are used.

Joost Kuppens
Joost Kuppens is a sporting centipede with a great interest in
rugby and other acyclic sports. He works as a trainer on behalf
of Rugby Netherlands, holds various positions at the Dukes, is
owner of Monkey Moves & neighbourhood sports coach for top
sport for the municipality of Den Bosch.

'Deliberate Play – Effective training while retaining fun and motivation'
Deliberate Play is a modern, young training method based on the intrinsic motivation and
pleasure of players. By 'hiding' your training target in all kinds of games, your players will get to
work with great pleasure and high intensity.
You can make all objectives within the Deliberate Play method trainable by influencing the 3
pillars player, task and environment. Also, Deliberate Play suits all sports and can be made
suitable for all ages. In the workshop we will discuss the backgrounds of the method and its
translation into practice.
After the webinar you will be able to independently design exercises based on the Deliberate
Play method and give them to your team.

Bas van Baar
Bas van Baar works in the youth academy of AZ Alkmaar, after
having previously been active at De Graafschap (youth) and
NEC Nijmegen (youth and 1st team). Bas is UEFA A trained and
also in possession of the Pabo diploma.

Registration and costs
Early Bird rate of €60 (incl. workshop participation, dinner and drinks).
If you register after March 8 (5:00 PM), you pay the regular rate of €85.
We have a ticket of € 20, - especially for students . Make a note of your student number when
making a reservation. Specify your workshop preference (1st, 2nd and reserve choice) when you
register.

